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 Welcome to Summer Book Club. We are really pleased that 
you can join us reading M.G. Leonard’s Twitch, an exciting, 
mystery adventure about friendship, bravery and birds, as 
well as a celebration of the natural world. 

This is your activity pack to use alongside reading the 
book.  It has questions about the book and suggestions for 
activities you can try. Do as many as you can, or make up 
your own.  This pack is designed to be used over 4 weeks, 
but you can use it at whatever speed works for you.

Enjoy your reading and have a great summer!
 

Charity number 1185409

How it W
orks

1.  Read some 
of the book each week 

(there are pages set for each 
week)

2.  Think about the questions given for 
each week

3.  Try the activities suggested

4.  Come back to school ready to share 
what you thought about the book and the 

activities you did

5.  Join in a live online session with 
M.G. Leonard in September

6.  Enjoy!

Week 1:  Read pages 1-73
Week 2: Read pages 74-146
Week 3: Read pages 147-215
Week 4: Read pages 216-296



  

1  Look at the cover of the book. 

Can you spot the following birds?  
• robin

 • pigeon

 • kingfisher

 • heron

 • woodpecker

1   What do you think about Twitch’s 
decision to save the pigeon? Was Twitch 
brave? Could he have reacted differently? 
What would you have done?

2  What advice would you give Twitch 
about responding to the bullying he 
experiences? Are there ways in which he 
responds well or less well?

4  How easy would it be to hide £5 million? 
How much space do you think it would 
take up? What would you put it in and 
where would you hide it?

Questions to think about

Activities

About the A
utho

r

     Visit M.G. Leonard’s website at 

   www.mgleonard.com 

    Look up her other books online. 

 Which one looks most interesting? 

 Which cover do you like the best?

 What is Authors4Oceans?

Twitch
by M.G. Leonard

Read Pages 1-73
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M. G. Leonard 
is an award-winning, 

bestselling writer of children’s 
books, as well as a member of 

Authors4Oceans. Her books are 
sold in 40 countries, and there is 

currently a TV series in development 
based on her Beetle Boy series. She 

is also co-author of the critically 
acclaimed Adventures on 

Trains series. 
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3 What is your first impression of Billy?  
 Should Twitch be suspicious of him or  
 should he trust him? What makes you  
 think that?

2  Twitch has been looking forward 
to the start of the holidays and has 
lots of things planned. How does the 
begining of the summer holidays make 
you feel?  What do you look forward 
to most? Listening to music; reading 
a book; going to the park; seeing your 
friends; watching TV?  Make a list of 
what you would like to do.

3  Everyone wants to solve the mystery 
of where the money has been hidden.  
What clues are there about where 
Robber Ryan might be and what has 
happended to the money? Who do you 
think is acting suspiciously?  What do 
you know about each of the characters 
so far? Start a detective’s notebook 
where you note down possible clues 
and suspects.
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Week 1 - Design your own Hide
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would your ideal hide or dream bedroom look like? Make some drawings showing the layout and 
what would be included:

• Would there be a theme to your hide or room? 
• What would you like to be able to do in the space? 
• How would you make your hide waterproof?
• Can you make a three dimensional model? Use items from your recycling to make it.
• If you can, go outside and make your hide, or make one indoors from things you have at home.
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1  Twitch teaches Jack to recognise the 
different birds in the dawn chorus p116-
117. Get up early one day and open your 
window or go and sit somewhere quiet 
outside. Listen carefully: what can you 
hear?

 •  can you hear any bird song (even in 
the middle of the city)?

 •  how many different birds can you 
hear?

 •  try and write down what they sound  
like.

 •  what else can you hear?

3  Update your list of clues and suspects 
in your detective’s notebook.  What do 
you think will happen next?

1   Why are Ava and Tippi so cautious around 
Twitch and why does Ava lie about being 
in the woods?

3   Who made the fire that Twitch and Jack 
find? Do you think Twitch really did see 
Robber Ryan?

2   How do Twitch’s birds help him with 
school work? What motivates you when 
school is hard?

Questions to think about

Activities

Get out and ab
o

ut 

   Why not try geocaching - a free 
worldwide outdoor treasure hunting 
game. Find out more here:

 www.gagb.org.uk

   For help planning where to go, try 
looking up ‘parks’ on your local council 
website or try these sites: 

 www.sustrans.org.uk

 www.wildlifetrusts.org/visit 

Twitch
by M.G. Leonard

Read Pages 74-146
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Week 2
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4   Twitch says “Bullies care too much about 
what other people think of them. They’re 
weak.” Do you agree?  

2  Twitch’s ideal campfire meal of baked 
potatoes and spaghetti hoops is 
one he remembers eating with his 
grandfather.  What would your dream 
campfire meal be?  Have you ever 
eaten a particularly memorable meal 
that you would like to have again? 
What was it and what made it so 
memorable?

Twitch and his friends 
find lots to do in Aves Wood 

and the local area.  
Where could you go on your 
bike, scooter or skateboard?  

Are there any parks or wildlife 
reserves near where you live, or 
good places to go for a walk?
See if you can encourage your 
friends or family to come out 

with you too.
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Week 2 - Map your local area
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Twitch has drawn a detailed map of his local area showing the places he likes to go and things he 
has seen.  Have a look at the map at the front of the book.  Can you draw a map like that of your 
local area?  Try and include:
• the main roads or paths
• any rivers, canals or railway lines
• ponds and lakes
• wooded areas
• shops, libraries, schools etc.
• other things you have noticed (Twitch includes the kingfisher nests and also the old shopping 

trolley that marks where his hide is).
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1  Amita has lots of fruit and vegetables 
planted in her allotment, but has 
planted wild flowers in the one 
she is looking after for her friend.  
What would you plant if you had an 
allotment?  Try drawing out a plan of 
what you would plant where and add 
some labels showing each plant and 
why you chose it.

1   What are Ava, Tippi and their 
Grandmother hiding? Are there in any 
clues in what they have told Twitch or 
what they have been doing?

3   Why does Billy encourage Twitch to 
question Jack’s friendship.  What do you 
think about Jack’s behaviour? Is Jack 
being truthful when he says he wants to 
be friends with Twitch?

2   Are you surprised by Twitch’s 
conversation with Ozuru?  Should he be 
embarrassed about enjoying fishing?

Questions to think about

Activities

Libraries and M
useum

s 

   Do some research and find out about 
any museums that are near you.  
Many are free or have discounted 
tickets for local residents.

 www.museums.co.uk

 www.visitbritain.com

   To find your local library 

 www.gov.uk/local-library-services   

Twitch
by M.G. Leonard

Read Pages 147-215
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Twitch has read 
every book about birds 

in Briddvale Library. Why 
not go out and visit your local 

library?  Libraries are not only a 
great place to find books, but also 

many lend DVDs and have computers 
you can use.  

Or visit a local musueum. See 
what is in your area - museums 

have exhibits about all 
sorts of topics.
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4   Do you trust Billy? What do you think he 
is up to and what does he mean about 
having a satisfying breakfast with three 
kingfishers?

2  Twitch wants to travel to New Guinea 
to see birds.  Look up where New 
Guinea is and what birds you can see 
there. What would you like to see 
and where would you travel to make 
that happen? Make a plan of how you 
would get there and what you would 
go and see once you arrive.

3  Twitch keeps a record of all the birds 
he has seen.  What are you interested 
in?  Why not start a notebook about 
your interest? It could be birds, 
or another animal?  Or it could be 
something such as fashion designs, 
classic cars, football players, or music 
you like.
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Week 3 - Have your own Wild Adventure
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their Wild Challenge and at wildlifetrusts.org. Make a note and take some photos of what you do.

Some things you might want to try:

• make a bird feeder or bird bath

• build a hedgehog café

• make a minibeast hotel 

• go rockpooling

• build a mini pond

• make a miniature garden

• pick up rubbish from the beach or wildlife area

• plant some seeds and watch them grow

• collect leaves and press them

• do timelapse photography of a plant - take a photo every day and see how it grows

• take bark rubbings on trees

• have a picnic outide

• paint or draw a plant, tree or animal

• draw or trace some leaves and identify which tree they come from
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1  Imagine how the news of their rescue 
played out on social media. What 
might the posts have look like and 
have said?  Think also about the 
coverage in the newspaper - what 
would the headline have been? What 
would you have written if you were the 
journalist covering the story? 

3  Write your own new adventure for 
The Twitchers. What might they find 
or see?  What mystery might they try 
to solve?

1   Did you guess who Gwen Ryan was and 
who else knew she was in the woods? 
What clues were there?

3   Do you think Twitch and Jack’s new 
friendship will continue?  What has 
changed?  What difficulties may they 
need to resolve in the future?  

2  What was your favourite part of their 
rescue plan?  What ‘weapon’ would you 
have brought with you?

Questions to think about

Activities

Finding your w
ay

Plan your route to school next year.

 What is the quickest way to get there? 

 When will you need to leave home?

   I f you are unsure about doing it, can 

you ask someone to practise with you? 

Twitch
by M.G. Leonard

Read Pages 216-296
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Twitch and his friends 
are at the end of Year 7 and 

already know their way to school 
and their local area. How well 

do you know how to get around? 
Do you know the bike routes and 
how to find out about buses or 

trains or how long it takes to get 
somewhere?

Try some of these to test 
your skills:.
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4   There is another book in the series 
coming out in September 2022 called 
Spark - what do you think might happen 
in the new book?

2  Do you know what a murmuration 
of starlings looks like?  Look it up on 
www.rspb.org. They mainly happen 
in the autumn and winter when the 
birds are roosting.  Watch some of the 
videos of murmurations and check 
out the map of where murmurations 
have been spotted before - is there 
somewhere near you where you could 
go and watch in the autumn?
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Week 4 - Scavenger Hunt
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• As many birds as you can spot
• A feather
• A birds’ nest (don’t disturb it, just take a picutre or describe where it is)
• A fruit tree
• A spider’s web
• A butterfly or a moth (as many as you can spot)
• A pine cone
• A dandilion 
• As many insects as you can spot
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Crossword
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See if you can complete the crossword below.  All the answers are in the book.

ACROSS
4. The name of  the wood Twitch’s hide is in.

8. A fruit that Amita grows on her allotment.

12. The name of their bird watching club.

13. What Twitch hangs from the tree as bird feeders and 
nest boxes. 

14. The birds that nest in Twitch’s bedroom.

DOWN
1. A bird with long legs and sharp yellow beak that 

wades in the water.

2. The name of the cat Twitch’s mum squirts with a 
water-pistol.

3. The name of a boat and bird.

5. The name for starlings Nying in formation 
together.

6. Twitch’s real name.

7. Activity Ozuru secretly likes doing

9. A plant that has a sharp thorn.

10. Billy’s real name.

11. The number of pigeons Twitch has.

15. What a boat uses to go up and down levels on a 
canal.
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